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I
t was hard to say what sur-
prised me more - the intriguing 
curled italic script across the 
front panel bearing the curious 
description ‘Passive Magnetic 
Pre amplifier’, or the dynamic, 

transparent sound that greeted me 
when the unit was plumbed into my 
system. Some four years later, Music 
First Audio now have a new design, 
substantially higher up the price scale 
than that first £1,500 copper wired 
Passive Pre... 
 What set the original apart 
from the crowd was its transformer 
volume control (TVC), which has 
spawned several imitators. Since 
then I’ve tried cheaper versions that 
start to approach the benchmark 
set by the MFA Passive Magnetic, all 
the way up to a far costlier preamp 
based on tapped transformers, with a 
price tag swinging to £20,000. Yet the 
original MFA unit has remained the 
touchstone at its relatively affordable 
price point. 
 When the company made a 
special edition using pure silver 
wire for the transformer windings, 
the basic form remained identical. 
It had the same six inputs – two of 
these fully-balanced on XLRs – with 
two outputs, one each of RCA and 
XLR. It was still a fully manual affair, 
requiring the listener to get up to 
change source or adjust volume 
setting. And for this listener, its sound 
quality was an unsettling combination 

of ‘mostly better’, with more polished 
and silken high treble alongside a 
question mark over image solidity 
and midband focus. Like many a 
silver-treated audio product, it was 
capable of wondrous things providing 
your system could welcome the 
indulgence...
 Now though, the company has 
surpassed itself, and well-heeled 
couch potatoes need do no more 
than lift a remote – for volume 
adjustment at least - as Music First 
Audio has finally landed in the 
twentieth century, just as the rest of 
the world prepares for the twenty 
first’s second decade! The long 
awaited remote-controlled Music 
First Audio Reference preamplifier is 
upon us.
 Gone is the four-square box, 
replaced by something much wider, 
heavier and rounded on the ends. 
We still have a six-way rotary switch 
to select between sources A to F, 
but the volume control now has 46 
positions, giving from +6dB down to 
–60dB gain, in finer 1.5dB rather than 
2dB steps. The extra steps are partic-
ularly welcome when using balanced 
sources (with their higher output) at 
late-night listening levels.
 Inside, the principal attenuation 
transformers have been breathed 
upon, starting with 25% more 
Permalloy in their cores. This tends 
to improve low-frequency response 
and control, and the handling of 

high-level signals. In the words 
of MFA, “the transformers are a 
labyrinth of layers of winding wire 
and paper, resulting in a construction 
so complex it pushes towards the 
limits of manufacturing possibilities”. 
These new transformers are said 
to have a revolutionary geometry 
borne out of a neurotic addiction to 
symmetry. Each channel has over two 
kilometres of copper wire, wound to 
tolerances of a millionth of a metre.
 Of course, the company 
behind Music First Audio, Stevens 
& Billington Limited, knows a thing 
or two about making transformers. 
Founded in 1963 by Christopher 
Stevens and John Stanley Billington, 
the company specialised in producing 
transformers and wound components 
from its premises in East Grinstead. 
Now lead by Jonathan Billington, son 
of the co-founder and a modern 
authority in the near-lost art of 
transformer technology, Stevens & 
Billington continues to make high-
quality transformers selected by 
professional and high-end audio 
brands. At its new premises in 
Hastings, the small company uses 
a combination of classic nineteen 
sixties tooling and modern winding 
machinery to create sought-after 
audio transformers and inductors. In 
the case of the Reference preamp, 
around a hundred man-hours are 
needed to complete just one unit.
 In addition to new attenuation 
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transformers within, there are also 
buffer transformers to provide 
fixed tape outputs. Two sets of XLR 
plus two sets of RCA pre outs 
make bi-amping a breeze, while the 
+6dB option of earlier units is now 
incorporated into the main volume 
control. There’s still a three-way 
ground switch at the rear, handy to 
counter earth loops in certain setups. 
 Managing the remote control of 
volume is a stepper motor behind a 
big US-made Shallco rotary switch. 
This new combination has the 
unfortunate side effect of making the 
knob extremely stiff to twist by hand. 
To keep most of the required control 
electronics away from the signal-
carrying inner wiring, the remote 
sensor sits outside the chassis in 
a separate box, and connects via 
a short jack-terminated cable. A 
wall-wart power transformer is 
also required, this plugged into an 
adjacent jack socket. 
 In use, volume changes made 
by the one-trick pony remote 
(actually a touch-screen unit, able to 
learn commands for other system 
components) are accompanied 
by a loud mechanical chug-chug-
chug-chug as the knob rotates. And 
you’ll still need to be fairly close to 
the Reference preamp to use this 
handset – in tests I found the remote 
had a reliable range of only about 4m, 
and that’s within a narrow angle of 
acceptance... 

SOUND QUALITY
Transformer volume controls are 
funny things. Who would have 
thought that routing a delicate line-
level audio signal through thousands 
of metres of thin copper wire would 
equal or surpass the use of trusted 
transistors or thermionic valves?
 Before running through the 
differences wrought by the substi-
tution of a standard Music First 
TVC with the new Reference model, 
it may be beneficial to recap the 
effect of a TVC when compared to 
a familiar active preamp. Because 
there are no powered gain stages, 
there’s no added hiss, making the 
system sound ‘blacker’ than normal 
between tracks – and even between 
notes. Dynamics are preserved, such 
that high-level transients jump into 
the room, while near-inaudible low-
level details are always preserved, 
maintaining the subtlety of a musical 
performance.
 Bass had a cleaner, lighter 
touch heard through the new MF 
Audio Reference - bloom was kept 
better in check to allow a more 
even balance across instruments 
and voices. That added tidiness in 
the low end transferred well to 

upbeat rock material. Witness the 
choppy electric guitars of ‘Pigs (Three 
Different Ones)’ from Pink Floyd’s 
‘Animals’, where the kick drum and 
understated bass guitar joined as one, 
with a visceral punch to punctuate 
the repeated organ arpeggio. Here 
was slam and control that could play 
under the lyrical theme, furthering 
the impact of the song. As the 
song fades out into pastoral calm 
before the onslaught of ‘Sheep’, 
the out-of-phase chorused electric 
piano showed the widest, most 
'wraparound' surround effect I’ve yet 
heard here. So, this duly became my 
test track as I alternated between 
different preamps to compare their 
gently varied presentations...
 A standard Music First Audio 
copper-wound unit gave a colourful 
insight into the song. Good low-level 
detail retrieval, such as could be 
heard in the synthetic modulation 
of decaying electric piano notes, was 
offset by a slightly untidier top end. 
Bass was full and rhythmic, if not 
quite as taut as it could be. Moving 
to the silver-wound version gave the 
more ‘hi-fi’ representation – sharper 
detailing, a little more scintillation 
than before through the upper 
octaves. Front-to-back imaging was 
not as clearly expressed either, yet 
the purity of the treble, while more 
ostentatious, made the copper sound 
almost husky in places. 
 The new Reference preamp 
played the third bear role here, being 
neither too hot nor too cold, but 
‘just right’. It could uncover great 
detailing without promoting any 
tinselly artifice, and its supreme bass 
control really told you which precise 
microsecond the notes stopped 
and started - light when required, 
profound to near-DC at other times. 
Its pinpoint fixture of stereo images 
made any other preamp an also-ran 
in the holographic stakes, and I heard 
more menace through the song - 
from the subversive plectrum-picked 
shuffle-pattern bass guitar to the 
sustained vocal lines that mutate into 
vocoded banshee synthesiser. Heady 
stuff!

CONCLUSION
By adding remote volume control, 
even in a somewhat 
rudimentary fashion, Music 
First Audio has made its 
original transformer passive 
design more appealing to 
modern users used to the 
utility of sofa adjustments. 
Yet without source switching, 
this still leaves it outdated 
in convenience terms. And 
the epic price jump from 
the classic version to this 

elevated Reference must 
negate its draw for the vast 
majority of potential users.
 Attention to the pure 
audio side of the design, 
by the further honing and 
refining of the crucial Stevens 
& Billington signal transformers, 
is perhaps the real story here. 
They may be extremely labour 
intensive to produce but the 
result is a preamplifier of uncanny 
transparency, delicacy and dynamic 
control, one which deserves the 
appellation Reference. Massively 
expensive yes, but the new Music 
First Audio preamplifier has a 
performance to match; whether or 
not it constitutes ‘value’ however, 
must be a decision made by you!

VERDICT
One of the very best preamplifiers 
yet made, but prohibitively expensive 
for most audiophiles, and the remote 
functionality is basic.
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MF Audio   
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FOR
- uncanny clarity
- organic musicality
- inky black silences
- superb spatiality

AGAINST
- basic remote control
- price

TRANSFORMER VOLUME CONTROLS
Since the early days of high fidelity, the preamplifier has been 
almost exclusively an active unit. This is to say, it ‘reproduced’ 
the input signal through active electronics. Initially by vacuum 
tube, later by transistors, the music signal was effectively recre-
ated from a modulated version of the power supply voltage – in 
the process gaining distortion, power supply hum and noise, 
even if at a very low level. When the world started going digi-
tal in the eighties, and CD players became the primary source 
however, canny audiophiles realised that the preamp could be 
dispensed with, since the high 2V output could drive a power 
amp directly, needing only a degree of attenuation to find a 
comfortable volume setting. A simple potentiometer (variable 
resistor) could do the trick. But in some systems this didn't work 
well, sounding lacklustre, flat and two-dimensional, with atten-
dant problems of tonal changes at different volume settings. The 
problem was rooted in impedance matching. A resistive attenua-
tor could present the source component with a difficult to drive 
low impedance, while the power amp would ‘see’ a troublesome 
high impedance. Signal energy was being wasted, literally into 
heat.
 There is however, another way to passively adjust gain - by 
using a transformer. Just as a mains transformer steps down 
230V to perhaps 30V for many consumer electronics devices, so 
a specially-wound transformer can step down the nominal 2V of 
a CD player to a small fraction of that, to provide the exact volt-
age to suit the required volume setting. The difference is that 
a transformer volume control will have many taps on the sec-
ondary side. Transformer volume controls such as Music First 
Audio’s simply use a rotary switch to select the desired tap. In 
the process, they provide a nearly ideal impedance match to 
both source and power amp at most volume settings. Certainly 
in the low to mid settings where most listening occurs, you can 
expect to see an input impedance in the hundreds of kilo Ohm or 
even mega Ohm range, and an output impedance of just a few 
Ohms, great for driving long cables without loss.
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